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EMUK

EMUK is the leading manufacturer of vehicle-specific caravan mirrors in Europe with  
headquarters in Lahr, Baden-Württemberg. Founded over 35 years ago as a supplier to the 
automotive and mechanical sectors, the EMUK brand has, since 2009, primarily stood for  
individual special caravan mirrors for more than 300 car models, universal caravan mirrors 
and the new EMUK Air-Lift. The „Made in Germany“ brand products are available at specia-
lized wholesalers and selected online dealers in Germany, Austria, Switzerland and other  
European countries. This overview presents the current range of products for motorhome drivers,  
caravan users and campers.

www.emuk.com
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SPECIAL MIRROR

A mount developed specifically for your vehicle, made of vibration-dampening 
cast aluminium, provides a perfect, precise fit with virtually no vibration. Mirror 
size: 180 x 120 mm, Convex wide-angle: Radius 2000 mm.

 Attractive design, safe and reliable

 Very clear, vibration-free mirror image

 Aerodynamic mirror head with large field of view

 Can be installed in seconds without tools using wing bolt 

 Adjustable from driver's seat and passenger seat

  Sponge rubber coating on fittings protects against damage and scratches

All parts made from corrosion-resistant materials. The bracket is made from 
powder-coated aluminium.

EMUK supplies special mirrors for over 300 different vehicle types.

ECE-type-tested
Exclusively in your vehicle colour

3-point bracket

Quick-fix, simple installation

SPECIAL MIRROR

Special mirror with XL mirror head

For an even bigger field of view and wide angle, EMUK offers the XL mirror head.  
An additional 5 cm projection is possible without extension rod thanks to side 
mounting. 

 Mirror size: 200 x 140 mm

 Convex wide angle: Radius 450 mm

 incl. light reflector

Special mirror in the colour of your vehicle

For a particularly eye-catching look, you can order your special mirror in your  
vehicle colour (with colour code).

Special mirror with anti-theft system

The anti-theft system prevents the special mirror from being removed from 
the vehicle. Loosening the star grip is only possible with the security key.  
Ideal for short stops at service stations or parking lots.

ECE-type-tested

Anti-theft system kit (optional)

Attractive design & customized

XL- mirror head

LARGER FIELD OF VIEW 
Extra large wide angle 30%
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UNIVERSA III PRO XL

UNIVERSA III PRO XL
For caravan towing:

The UNIVERSA III PRO XL is suitable for just about any car wing mirror with
adjustable mirror glass.
Mirror size: 200 x 140 mm, convex wide-angle: 450 mm radius

The caravan towing mirror is mounted with two screws. No tools required.

  Highly robust cover made of heavy-duty plastic

  Stainless steel clamping screws with knurled-edge grip, brass nuts

  2 special rubber-coated non-slip swivelling clamps

  2 mm thick, non-corroding spring stainless steel sheet for counter bearing,  
alsocoated in special rubber

  Mirror head with extra-large field of vision, wide angle and standard reflector. 
Laterally connected mount enabling 5 cm longer outreach

  Individual components available as spare parts

The UNIVERSA III PRO XL caravan towing mirror is supplied in a complete set with 
right and left brackets, two mirror heads and N and NT pressure pads for vehicles with 
housing grooves, mounting instructions included.

ECE type certified

(Order No. 100995)

Easy mounting

with standard reflector

5 cm longer outreach
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UNIVERSA III PRO

UNIVERSA III PRO
for towing caravans:

The Universa III PRO is suitable for just about any car wing mirror with  
adjustablemirror glass.

The caravan towing mirror is mounted with two screws. No tools required.

 Highly robust cover made of heavy-duty plastic

 Stainless steel clamping screws with knurled-edge grip, stainless steel nuts

 2 special rubber-coated non-slip swivelling clamps

  2 mm thick, non-corroding spring stainless steel sheet for counter bearing,  
also coated in special rubber

  Aerodynamic mirror head with curved safety mirror glass, adjustable in all  
directions

 Individual components available for spare parts

The UNIVERSA III PRO caravan towing mirror is supplied in a complete set with 
right and left brackets, two mirror heads and N and NT pressure pads for vehicles  
withhousing grooves, mounting instructions included.

ECE type certified 

(Order No. 100991)

10 years
lifetime warranty

Quick fixing, easy mounting

No straps

Suitable for just
about any car model

 MORE VIEW 
than ordinary mirrors, reflector included 30%

10 years
lifetime warranty
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UNIVERSA III LIGHT

UNIVERSA III LIGHT
For caravan towing:

The UNIVERSA III LIGHT is the EMUK entry level model. 

Key advantages from proven characteristics of the well-established UNIVERSA III.

  Robust hybrid mount housing with threaded bushing and metal counter bearing

  Pressure plates made of coated stainless steel and tried-and-tested non-slip 
rubber-coated pressure pads for counter bearing

 Aesthetically designed, aerodynamic mirror head

 Practically vibration-free view

 Straight aluminium tube (sets mirror head in elevated position)

 Aluminium tube without powdered coating

The technical features that set this mirror apart come with a saving, with the only 
difference being in appearance. 

ECE type certified 

(Order No. 100994)

10 years
lifetime warranty

Easy mounting

Raised mirror head position

Straight aluminium tube

EMUK TENT PEG COVER

Ingenious aid for camping life!

The EMUK tent peg cover fits over ground anchoring to protect against dangerous 
tripping hazards. Tent pegs protruding out of the ground pose a danger to the feet and 
toes, especially in camping areas where people often walk around barefoot. However, 
even wheels and tyres can suffer damage from sharp tent pegs.

The EMUK tent peg cover provides full enclosure of ground anchoring, thus  
protecting against injury. The eye-catching signal colour of the cover helps ensure
more prominent visibility for

Technical data:

 Soft material

 UV resistant, waterproof

 Oil and acid resistant

 Signal colour, even at night

 4-piece set

(Order No. 200040)

Signal colour, even at night

Easy handling

Handy shape
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EMUK AIR-LIFT

The EMUK Air-Lift is a heavy-duty, wear-resistant, compressed air lift pad resistant to petrol, oil 
and acid, which was specially developed for mobile homes and caravans. All unevenness and height  
differences of the surface can be levelled out continuously from 1.5 cm to 20 cm.
The lifting capacity of the EMUK Air-Lift is 11 tons and thus beats all previous optimum values 
compared to conventional wheel levellers.

The handling in this case is very easy and convenient. The pad is simply placed under the respective 
wheel to be lifted. Using a hand pump/foot pump or a 12V mini-compressor, the vehicle can be levelled 
within approx. 4 minutes in the tightest manoeuvring space. 

The production of the EMUK Air Lift takes place in a “Made in Germany” manufacturing plant 
with the highest quality materials in the cleanest quality craftmanship. Galvanised steel strips thereby 
stabilise the rubber pressure hull which is reinforced with highstrength aramid fibres. A particularly 
thick rubber skin (sandwich construction) gives the compressed air pad sufficient protection against 
the external effect of stones, boulders or shards. The corrugated profile provides a non-slip grip for 
the wheels which are to be lifted. The compressed air lift pad can also be used as a traction aid mat 
or jack in its deflated state.

Technical data:
Dimensions: 48 x 43 x 2 cm
Weight: 3,6 kg
Lifting capacity: 11 t with 6 bar
Max. height: 20 cm

Min. height when deflated:  1.5 cm
Volume when deflated:  3.6 L
Inflating & deflating:  1 car valve
Pressure test approved:  48 h at 5 bar
Temperature range:  -20°C to +60°C

5 years
lifetime warranty

Air Lift, Order No. 200010

Air Lift, Set of 2, for caravan, Order No. 20030

Air Lift, Twin, Order No. 200031, Dimensions: 70 x 46 x 2 cm

Effortless, comfortable manual
operation

11 t lifting capacity on all
ground surfaces

Infinitely variable levelling within
the tightest reversing space

Order No. 200010 SingleOrder No. 200030 Set of 2

Order No. 200031 Twin
(Twin tires)
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